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2017 Survey Manual 

Welcome to the Minnesota Marshbird Survey.  Thank you for your participation; your dedication 

to this project enables Minnesota to begin tracking its populations of marsh-dwelling birds.  Any 

questions about the Minnesota Marshbird Survey should be directed to Alison Cariveau, 

Marshbird Survey Volunteer Coordinator (acariveau@audubon.org; 970-218-8837) or Kristin 

Hall, Conservation Manager (khall@audubon.org; 651-739-9332 x116. 
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“Secretive marshbirds such as rails, bitterns, coots, 

and grebes are among the most poorly monitored 

bird groups in North America.” – Mike Monfils, 

Midwest Coordinated Bird Monitoring Partnership 

Background 

Many marsh-dwelling birds are difficult to survey, in large part because of their inconspicuous 

nature, and also due to the 

difficulty of accessing their 

habitats. Current avian surveys 

such as the Breeding Bird Survey 

and spring waterfowl surveys do 

not adequately monitor these 

species. Effective conservation 

planning and habitat management 

for marshbirds is limited by insufficient information regarding their abundance, distribution, 

population trends, habitat relationships, and management needs. To address this information gap, 

monitoring programs specifically for marshbirds have been developed across the Midwest using 

standardized data collection protocols.  Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan, Missouri, Indiana and 

Illinois have conducted statewide marshbird surveys, and now Minnesota joins the effort.  

Goals 

The overall goal of the Minnesota Marshbird Survey is to create ongoing, long-term marshbird 

monitoring for the state of Minnesota. This will provide natural resource managers information 

they need to effectively manage these secretive birds and their wetland habitats. Our long-term 

conservation goals are: 

 To implement a standardized protocol for marshbird surveys statewide. 

 To estimate population status and trends of marshbirds. 

 To better inform management of wetland and marsh habitats. 

 To better inform harvest regulations of game species. 

 Provide a baseline for pre- and post-management activities in degraded wetland habitats. 

General Approach 

Audubon Minnesota is leading a set of field surveys in 2016 and 2017 on a set of predetermined, 

randomly distributed wetlands throughout the state. The sites were carefully selected by a 

rigorous sampling framework (based on Johnson et al. 2009) to ensure that survey results may be 

extrapolated to statewide or regional trends. A team of field technicians and volunteer surveyors 

will use a call-playback method (based on Conway 2011) designed to maximize the detection of 

secretive marshbirds.  Using a series of silent periods and periods during which the calls of each 

species are broadcast across the wetland, surveyors will record the species they detect.  In 

Minnesota, the survey will focus on 6 focal species and 14 secondary species (see below). 

http://api.ning.com/files/GybEzlJIH1u6xZajDlUcWN6drAlKpfwzNRwMBiR7O3kYWRgt3EOk6rZC2o9NJB0s*4gia0lKhfC7GUVd9es7TufRufHn8mAC/SamplingDesignFrameworkforMarshbirdMonitoring.pdf
http://www.bioone.org/doi/pdf/10.1675/063.034.0307
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Primary and Secondary Target Species 

Six primary bird species are specifically targeted with the playback of their calls (see table 

below).  In addition, fourteen secondary species will be recorded when detected during the 

surveys using a modified format on the forms.   
 

Primary Species* Secondary Species* 

American Bittern American Coot 

Least Bittern Black-crowned Night-Heron 

Pied-billed Grebe Black Tern 

Sora Common Gallinule (formerly Common Moorhen) 

Virginia Rail Eared Grebe 

Yellow Rail Forster's Tern 

 Marsh Wren 

 Red-necked Grebe 

 Sandhill Crane 

 Swamp Sparrow 

 Western Grebe 

 Wilson's Phalarope 

 Wilson's Snipe 

 Yellow-headed Blackbird 

*Control-click on the Species Name for a link to a Species Account  

 

With exceptions of rare birds (use your judgment), these are the only species that should be 

recorded on data sheets.  While it may be tempting to record all species heard at a given survey 

point, doing so may cause you to be distracted from detecting some of the target species, which 

will negatively affect survey results.  Many other species you will encounter (e.g. Red-winged 

Blackbird) are adequately monitored by other surveys. 

 

  

Site Selection 

First a set of 65 primary sample units were selected, based on 40-km
2
 Environmental Protection 

Agency hexagons (White 2007 referenced in Johnson et al 2009). Sites were proportionately 

randomized from the four ecotypes in the state (Tallgrass Aspen Parklands, Prairie Pothole, 

Boreal Hardwood Transition, and Prairie Hardwood Transition). Please note that this approach 

ensures that all mapped emergent marshland habitat in Minnesota is sampled with an equal 

probability rather than targeting particularly “good” areas for marshbirds.  This allows the 

Record only primary and secondary target species on your data sheets.  

Do not spend time counting other species not listed as targets. 
 

https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/american-bittern
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/american-coot
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/least-bittern
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/black-crowned-night-heron
http://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/pied-billed-grebe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/black-tern
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/sora
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/common-gallinule
http://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/virginia-rail
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/eared-grebe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/yellow-rail
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/forsters-tern
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/marsh-wren
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/red-necked-grebe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/sandhill-crane
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/swamp-sparrow
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/western-grebe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/wilsons-phalarope
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/wilsons-snipe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/yellow-headed-blackbird
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results to be extrapolated to the mapped marshlands in the state, for tracking of population 

indices into the future.  

Next, survey points were located within the primary sample units, either on public land or within 

100 feet of a public road.  The 5-10 survey points within the primary survey unit will comprise a 

survey route.  Points must be at least 400 meters apart and some may be several kilometers from 

their nearest neighbor. Survey points will be designated by GPS coordinates, to be located by 

surveyors using handheld GPS units or navigational applications on their smartphones or other 

mobile devices.   

Observers will adopt a primary survey area.  Within that area, 5-10 survey 
points will be located within emergent marsh habitat, comprising a route.  

Points will be on public property or accessible from a road and be at least 
400 m apart.  Surveyors will locate points using GPS coordinates.  

Survey Point Verification 

All point locations will be verified in the field prior to the first survey.  Point verification may be 

completed by Audubon staff or by the volunteer surveyor in some cases.  Each point will be 

assessed to make sure it is accessible from a public road, samples emergent marsh habitat, and 

poses no safety concerns. Points may be located on the edge or interior of a marsh. Ideally, a 

transect will contain a mix of edge and interior points.  Interior points may be more effective for 

detecting birds, but too much time walking to and from points may make it difficult for a 

surveyor to visit enough points within 3 hours of dawn or dusk.  Secondly, interior points should 

not be located where water levels could regularly exceed knee deep for safety reasons. Points 

may be re-located up to 100 meters in order to best meet these criteria. If a point is moved, the 

new GPS point location will need to be recorded into a GPS, conveyed to the project coordinator 

(Kristin Hall), and checked to make sure that they are not within 400 m of any other points. If a 

point is removed entirely, then a substitute point will be selected from a randomized list 

produced by the project coordinator. 

Scouting Your Route 

If a surveyor adopts a transect that is already validated, we recommend that surveyors conduct a  

scouting trip to visit their points once before their first survey. The scouting visit has a few 

critical functions. Surveyors will find all of the exact point locations, determine the safest 

parking areas, and explore the best sequence of sampling the points. Surveyors may visit the 

points in the order that is most efficient. All subsequent surveys should be conducted in the same 

order.  Surveyors also will use this chance to time how long it takes to move among the points.  

This timing is important in determining when to begin an evening survey that is to finish before 

dark.  If a route is far from a surveyor’s home location, then the scouting visit could be done 

earlier on the first survey date before an evening survey.  Collection of vegetation information 
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may be done on the scouting visit, although it will 

likely be good to review later in the season as the 

foliage leafs out.   

Time of Year 

Peak marshbird calling activity occurs during the 

courtship and egg-laying periods in May and June, 

with the active period becoming a bit later as you go 

further north in Minnesota. Most of the state is 

classified using the Southern dates (see Map above 

and Table below), with a Northeast portion of the 

state beginning two weeks later (in gray on the 

Map).  

The goal is three surveys conducted annually at each survey site.  This will help confirm 

presence/absence of most species with 90% certainty and provide data on calling activity 

throughout the season.  Each of the three replicate surveys should be conducted during a survey 

period as described in the table above.  In addition to each survey falling in the proper period, 

each survey needs to be at least 10 days apart. Follow these guidelines as closely as possible but 

if you must digress slightly, doing so is better than not conducting a survey at all. Please note 

that due to the need for good weather conditions (low wind, no precipitation), you will likely 

need to plan for several survey slots during each period in case bad weather knocks out one or 

more of your planned dates. 

If a volunteer can only complete two surveys, that is still a great contribution.  If a volunteer is 

unavailable for one or more of the surveys, he or she should contact the Volunteer Coordinator as 

soon as possible to request assistance.  For instance, if travel or other obligations precludes a 

volunteer from performing surveys during the May 15 – 30 period, s/he would alert the volunteer 

coordinator preferably prior to May 15. This will enable the Volunteer Coordinator to send another 

surveyor out to complete the survey.  If a volunteer encounters a lot of bad weather and runs out of 

available time slots within a particular survey period due to other conflicts, also please let the 

volunteer coordinator know in case someone else can come out to complete the survey during that 

time window.   

  

Region Survey 1 Survey 2 Survey 3 

Southern MN 1 May – 14 May 15 May – 31 May 1 Jun – 14 Jun 

Northern MN 15 May-31 May 1 Jun – 14 Jun 15 Jun – 30 Jun 
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Time of Day 

Marshbird surveys are conducted either in early morning or at dusk because marshbirds are 

typically most vocal in the two hours surrounding sunrise and sunset. We require that one of the 

surveys be run in the morning, one in the evening, and the third survey may be conducted in 

either the morning or evening as you choose. Note that this is a modification from the survey 

protocol (Conway 2011). Morning surveys begin 30 minutes before sunrise (at first light) and 

should be completed by no later than 3 hours after sunrise. Evening surveys begin 2-3 hours 

before sunset and must be completed by dark (approximately 30-40 minutes after sunset; start 

time is determined by the duration of your particular route).  You can look up daily sunrise and 

sunset times online or in most weather apps.   

 

One survey is to be conducted in the morning starting at 30 minutes before 

sunrise. One survey is to be conducted in the evening in the period of 3 
hours before to 30 minutes after sunset.  The third survey may be conducted 

during either the morning or evening period as you choose. Don’t forget your 
headlamp or flashlight for navigating to and from points in low light. 

Suitable Weather Conditions 

Surveys should only be conducted when there is no sustained rain or heavy fog, and when the 

wind speed is < 12 mph (20 km/hr).  This wind speed corresponds to leaves and twigs in constant 

motion, or a Beaufort scale wind of 3 or less (leaves and small twigs in constant motion, light 

flag extended; NOT raising loose dust or paper).  Marshbirds are less likely to call in inclement 

weather. Participants should postpone surveys if they believe winds are affecting probability of 

marsh birds calling and/or being detected.  If wind speed increases to above 20 km/hr during the 

survey or sustained rain begins while the survey is underway, participants should stop the survey 

and repeat the entire survey route another day (i.e. don’t just go back and repeat the remaining 

points on the route).  This will require that you be flexible with your survey schedule and watch 

the weather forecasts closely. 

Survey Protocol 

All surveys should be conducted by a single observer.  If more than one individual is present, 

only the primary observer may collect data.  The second person may record weather, habitat, and 

bird data but should not assist in the detection of birds. A team of surveyors may take turns 

Conduct surveys only when there is no steady rain, no heavy fog, and winds 

are less than 12 mph.  If conditions prevent the completion of a survey, 
repeat the entire survey on another date. Build extra dates into your 

schedule to allow make-ups for poor weather, especially wind in open areas. 
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among points or survey occasions as to whom is the primary surveyor.  All surveys are 

unlimited-radius point counts, i.e. record all target birds detected at a survey point regardless of 

their distance from that point. 

Surveys at each point consist of two parts, beginning with an initial 5-minute passive listening 

period followed by six 1-minute segments.  Each 1-minute segment contains 30 seconds of 

vocalizations broadcast for one target species, followed by 30 seconds of silence (response time).  

The calls will be pre-recorded and provided to each surveyor in an mp3 file.  The species calls 

must always be played in the same order for standardization and to minimize inhibition of less-

dominant species.  The call order will be Least Bittern, Yellow Rail, Sora, Virginia Rail, 

American Bittern, then Pied-billed Grebe. It is very important that you use the provided eleven 

minute sequence and not play different audio files.  This standardization is necessary to ensure 

that the study results are compatible with other efforts regionally.   

Pre-recorded calls are broadcasted using smartphones or mp3 players connected to portable 

speaker(s). Many surveyors will have their own audio players and speakers, but we will load 

out equipment if needed. There are particular volume guidelines for the speakers (80-90 dB at 

one meter from the speaker). At the training sessions we will test each set of speakers to 

determine the appropriate volume setting to use.  It will be important that surveyors not change 

their speaker set up unless checking it again for volume standardization.   

The broadcast player should be placed upright on the ground or suspended slightly above ground 

in the vegetation. If the ground is wet, place the speaker on a dry object as close to the ground as 

possible (such as a backpack).  Point the speaker toward the center of the wetland and do not 

change/rotate the speaker’s position during the call-broadcast survey.  Speakers should be 

pointed in the same direction for all replicate surveys.  In situations where the “center” of the 

wetland is not obvious, observers should record in their notes the general direction (e.g., N, NW, 

SE, WSW) in which they pointed the speaker for use in future surveys.  Observers should stand 2 

m to one side of the speaker, as standing too close can reduce your ability to hear responses. 

Use the speaker(s) at the volume setting determined at the training. Place 

the broadcast speakers on or near the ground and point toward the center 
of the surveyed wetland. Stand about 2 meters to the side of the speakers. 

All surveys are single-observer, unlimited-radius.  Each point is surveyed 

for 11 minutes, beginning with a 5-minute passive listening period followed 
by 1- minute call-broadcast segments for each of 6 target species.  Use 

only the provided audio files for playback for standardization.    
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Species Detections 

For target species on the primary list and most encounters with species on the secondary list, 

each individual bird detected during the survey period will be entered on a separate line on the 

field data form.  This requires surveyors to determine if a bird that is detected several times 

during the survey is a new individual or one already detected.  A conservative approach is best in 

identifying additional individuals.  For secondary species, use a single line for each individual as 

possible, but if you encounter large groups (YHBL for instance) you may enter a number of 

individuals in parentheses after the species name like this “YHBL (12)” (also see below).  

For the Primary Species, observers will record during which intervals each individual is 

detected, going across the data sheet (i.e. during the initial 5-minute period, or any of the 30-

second call periods or any of the 30-second silent periods). Observers do not need to record the 

number of times a bird responded during each segment. Simply record if the individual was 

detected during each time segment. Recording all the segments during which an individual bird is 

detected is extremely important so that we can determine whether call-broadcast is effective at 

eliciting additional responses for each of the primary species. These data will help us determine 

whether or not to use call-broadcast of all primary species during surveys in future years. 

Moreover, recording whether each individual responds during each time period allows us to 

estimate detection probability using capture-recapture models. Estimates of detection probability 

are essential for translating survey data into population estimates at the regional/national levels.   

Observers will also estimate the distance (to nearest 5 meters) from the survey point to each 

individual bird.  This is to be the distance when the bird was first detected (birds will approach 

the call- broadcast but we need the distance at first detection). Recording distance to each 

individual allows us to use distance sampling to estimate density for each species in each survey 

area. Estimating the distance to some individual birds, particularly for those only heard and not 

seen, is difficult, so observers are encouraged to practice their estimating skills using objects of 

known distance.  GPS units and rangefinders may be used for practicing distances to stationary 

objects. Also, our survey maps will show 100-m radii on the aerial photograph for reference.  

Each individual of the both primary and secondary target species will be 

entered on its own line on the data sheet (i.e. one individual bird per row). 
Surveyors will need to determine if a bird detected several times is a new 

individual or one already detected. 

For Primary Species, observers will record a detection for each time 
interval during which each individual is detected (i.e., in the first 5-

minutes, the first -second playback, etc.). Surveyors also estimate distance 
from the survey point to the individual for the first detection only.  
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For the Secondary Species, write each individual of each species on a line on the data sheet. 

Mark the FIRST (and only the first) minute in which you detected that individual.  Then, rather 

than estimate an exact distance for each individual (as you will for primary species) you should 

place each bird into one of three distance bins, i..e. <50 meters, 50-100 m, >100 m, based on 

when you first detected the bird.  This will simplify the distance estimation but maintain 

adequate value of the data.  Unlike with primary species, you do NOT need to mark every minute 

in which you detect the secondary species (just the first minute of detection!).  This may seem 

complex at first but you’ll find with practice that it’s rather straightforward.   

In some cases, you may find so many marshbirds calling that it is extremely difficult to record 

and track each individual bird on its own line. If you have a great number of a secondary species, 

you may note it instead as a group. For example, you may see 13 American Coots at one survey 

point.  In these situations, simply write down an estimate of the total number of individuals 

detected for the entire 11 minutes in parentheses after the species code (e.g., “AMCO (13)”.  In 

this case you would not estimate distance or record during which minute you detected them. 

The opposite may also occur; if you detect no birds during the survey, write “no birds detected.”  

Filling Out the Data Sheet  

Date:  Indicate the date of the survey.  Use separate data sheets for different dates. 

Site # and Name: Write the number and name associated with your survey site.  These should 

be provided with your maps and/or other survey materials. 

Survey replication #:  Indicate if this is the first, second, or third survey of the year for this site. 

Observer(s): Provide the name of the individual(s) conducting the survey, with the one 

detecting the birds first, following by those who are assisting. 

Start Commute Time: Provide the time that you began working on the survey on this occasion.  

This includes the time driving to the area.   

End Time:  Provide the approximate time that you finished working on the survey, including the 

drive home.  This will be used to track volunteer effort and contributions.   

For Secondary Species, observers will record the individual bird only in the 

first time interval during which the bird was detected.  Surveyors will 
estimate the distance to the bird using distance categories (<50 meters, 

50-100 m, >100 m).  If there are too many to handle, record a species 
with the total number of individuals detected in parentheses.  Make sure 

you record points with no birds detected as “no birds detected.” 
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Mileage: Record the mileage that you drove for this survey, including the commute and the 

driving among points.  This will be used in the calculation of volunteer contributions.  

Wind speed: Categorize wind speed based on the Beaufort scale below.  Note this at the initial 

point in the survey and again at the end.  If it changes among points, put this in the Comments 

section for each point. 

 

Sky Conditions: Using the following codes, characterize the sky: 0 = clear/ few clouds; 1= 

partly cloudy/variable; 2 = cloudy; 4 = fog or smoke; 5 = drizzle; 6 = snow; 8 = showers.  Note 

this at the initial point and again at the end, or note in any of the Comments sections if it changes 

among survey points. 

Temperature:  Estimate in Fahrenheit the ambient temperature at the beginning of the survey 

and again at the final survey point.  You may take this directly or you may use this from the 

weather application on your phone. 

Point #:  List the survey point number as given on your GPS unit (e.g., “0-1620N”). 

 

Start time:  Write the start time for the survey point using military time (24 hr) notation (to 

avoid confusion between AM and PM surveys). 

 

Background noise:  Indicate the overall average level of background noise using the codes 

given on the bottom of the data sheet.  (Please note that if you experience a short-term high level 

of noise (e.g., airplane or train), you can pause the survey, resume when it has passed, and you 

don’t have to record that higher level of noise.) 

 

Species: Write the full name of the species or use the codes given below. Each bird on this 
species list will be recorded individually on its own row on the data sheet. If no birds are 
detected at an entire survey point bout, then record “no species.”  
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Primary Species Code Secondary Species Code 

American Bittern AMBI American Coot AMCO 

Least Bittern LEBI Black-crowned Night-Heron BCNH 

Pied-billed Grebe PBGR Black Tern BLTE 

Sora SORA Common Gallinule  COGA 

Virginia Rail VIRA Eared Grebe EAGR 

Yellow Rail YERA Forster's Tern FOTE 

  Marsh Wren MAWR 

  Red-necked Grebe RNGR 

  Sandhill Crane SACR 

  Swamp Sparrow SWSP 

  Western Grebe WEGR 

  Wilson's Phalarope WIPH 

  Wilson's Snipe WISN 

  Yellow-headed Blackbird YHBL 
 
 
Responded during: For each individual, make a record for each time period during which you 

detected it. Put a “1” in each minute column during which that individual was detected by ear; 

put an “S” in each column during which the individual was seen (including flyovers). Please note 

this is a variation from 2016 when we recorded V for visual.  If the individual is both heard and 

seen visually, put a “1S” in that column.  For example, if a Virginia Rail calls during the second 

minute of the survey and then you see and hear it again in response to its species’ call-broadcast, 

then a “1” would be recorded in column “Passive 1-2” and a “1S” in column “VIRA 8-9”.  If a 

second individual of the same species is also detected, start a new row for this new individual 

and use the same recording method. 

Call types: For primary species, record the call type(s) detected to the best of your abilities. 

This can help us learn more about breeding chronology, observer bias, detection probability, and 

more. See the descriptions below and on the bottom of the survey sheet. 
 

Least Bittern: coo = coo-coo (male advertisement/territorial), kak = kak-kak-kak 

(when feeding young), ert = ert or ank (given when flushed) 

Yellow Rail: cc = click-click (in series, primary call), whz = wheese (female call), ca = 

descending cackle (pair maintenance) 

Sora: wh = whinny (territorial defense and mate contact), pw = per-weep or koo-EE 

(advertisement), kp = keep (contact call) 

Virginia Rail: g = grunt (pair contact, territorial call), t = tick-it or gik-gik-gidik (male 

advertisement call), ki = kicker or chi-chi-chi-treer (female advertisement call), s = squawk 

or kiu (sharp call, contact among individuals); kk = kikik; 

https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/american-bittern
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/american-coot
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/least-bittern
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/black-crowned-night-heron
http://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/pied-billed-grebe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/black-tern
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/sora
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/common-gallinule
http://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/virginia-rail
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/eared-grebe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/yellow-rail
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/forsters-tern
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/marsh-wren
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/red-necked-grebe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/sandhill-crane
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/swamp-sparrow
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/western-grebe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/wilsons-phalarope
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/wilsons-snipe
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/yellow-headed-blackbird
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American Bittern: p = pump-er-lunk (territorial/advertising), cp = chu-peep (given 

during copulation ceremony), k = kok-kok-kok (given when flushed) 

Pied-billed Grebe: ow = owhoop, ge-ge-gadum-gadum-gwaaow (primary territorial call), hy 

= hyena, ek-ek-ek-hn-hn (rapid staccato greeting call, chatter, rattle) 

 
Distance: For primary species, estimate the distance (to the nearest 5 m) to the bird when it was 

FIRST detected, to the nearest five meters.  If the bird is any distance more than 200 meters from 

the survey point, simply write “>200” in this column.  For secondary species, write in one of 

three distance bins:  <50 meters, 50-100 m, >100 m. 

Direction (optional): Mark a slash on the oval to indicate in what direction you heard the 

individual bird. This column is for your personal use to more easily keep track of individuals 

when several of a single species are detected at a survey point. 

Comments: Provide comments as desired.  Some examples of information to include here are: 

(1) total number of individuals for species that couldn’t be tracked individually, (2) whether the 

listed individual was detected at an earlier point (3) detections of primary or secondary species 

before or after the survey period at a point or while walking between points and (4) detections of 

marshbirds that are not within the survey area (e.g., across the road in a different wetland). 

Note: The number of lines filled out on the data sheet will differ among survey points and will 

correspond to the total number of individual target marshbirds detected at each point.  If no 

marshbirds are detected at a survey point, record the point number, starting time, and background 

noise and then write “No birds” in the comment column.   
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Habitat Data 

Record habitat data for a 100 meter radius of each survey point on the provided Habitat Data 

Sheet.  This information will assist analyses, describe species-habitat relationships, inform 

habitat management decisions, and perhaps explain observed changes in marshbird populations 

over time. Assess habitat at each point on one of your visits. If habitat conditions are fairly static 

throughout the season, then you won’t need to update the habitat data during each visit.  

However, if water levels or vegetation composition changes throughout the season, then please 

note these changes after each point count.  If you carry on your clipboard a clean blank copy of 

the habitat form as well as a copy of your previous data, then you can easily assess whether 

conditions have changed. If nothing has changed then you can mark “same as previous survey.”   

Date: Record the date in which you collected the habitat data. 

Point #: Record the survey point number (e.g., X-02341) 

% composition of habitats: Record % of area within 100-m radius of each survey point in each 

of the following general categories: upland (includes forest, shrubland that are not normally 

emergent), open water (can contain floating aquatic vegetation); mud, exposed sand or rock that 

is sometimes be below waterline; emergent herbaceous vegetation (e.g., cattail, sedge, reeds); 

inundated shrub; inundated forest; other (write into comments).   

 

Dominant plant type:  Record the most dominant wetland plant species present within the 100 

m. radius using its numbers from the key at the bottom of the sheet, or use “14” and write in 

another plant species in the Comments field as needed. 

 

Second-most dominant plant type: As above for the second-most dominant wetland plant type.   

 
Third-most dominant plant type:  As above for the third-most dominant wetland plant type.   

 

Vegetation Density:  Classify the density of the vegetation as: 0 = no vegetation, 1 = sparse 

(water easily visible through widely scattered stems), 2 = moderate; 3 = high density (water not 

visible through bases of stems; cannot easily push through stems).   

Vegetation Height:  Classify the height of the vegetation as 1 = 0-1 meters tall; 2 = 1-3 m tall; 3 

= 3-6 m tall; 4= > 6 m tall.   Please measure as the height above the water for emergent 

vegetation. 

Comments: Record any pertinent notes about the habitat at a survey point (e.g., water levels, 

recent management actions, general description, etc.).  
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Equipment Provided to Observers 
1. Data sheets 

2. Survey point locations (UTMs or Lat-Longs)  

3. Georeferenced .pdf map of survey points 

4. Audio file for mp3 player, smartphone, or other  mobile device – OR- CD with audio file 

5. Survey placard for car identification 

As Needed, Equipment Loaned to Observers 
1. Handheld GPS unit 

2. Mp3 player 

3. Playback speaker 

Personal Equipment to Bring into the Field 
1. Binoculars 

2. Bug spray and/or head net 

3. Flashlight/headlamp – for getting into or out of survey area in the dark 

4. Clipboard with pencils (if using pen, make sure it is waterproof) 

5. Watch/clock/smartphone – to record start times and stay within designated survey times  

6. Thermometer – to record the temperature at the start/end of your survey (or use phone) 

7. Waterproof footwear – depending on the weather and survey point location, knee-high 

rubber boots or hip waders may be needed 

8. Rain pants and/or rain gear – for dew-laden mornings or when it has been rainy 

9. Snacks and water 

10. Float cushion, plastic bag, or something to place speakers on if the area is wet 

11. Rangefinder, if you have one, for aiding in distance estimation 

12. Sun protection (hat, sunscreen) 

Safety Considerations 
1. Drive carefully – remember that you are out at prime deer crossing hours  

2. Be conservative when determining if a roadway is too muddy to drive; make sure you are 

not leaving deep wheel ruts or putting yourself at risk for getting stuck 

3. When parking along a roadway, be sure to get entirely off the road and park in an area of 

high visibility. Avoid parking at the crest of a hill or near a bend in the road. 

4. If you are surveying alone, make sure someone knows your route and when you expect to 

be back, in case you need any assistance. 

5. Remember to check for ticks after surveys.   

6. If anyone you encounter wants more information about the project, has concerns about 

what you are doing or where you are working, please give them an information card and 

direct them to contact Kristin or Alison.  If they think you are on private land, it is best to 

leave and not to argue. The main thing is to defuse any potential altercation in the field.  
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Data Entry into the Midwest Avian Data Center 

Minnesota Marshbird Survey data will be entered and managed through the Midwest Avian  

Data Center, a node of the national Avian Knowledge Network. These are shared data 

management resources that are used to store data collected from various bird monitoring efforts. 

The Midwest Avian Data Center is online resource hosted by Point Blue Conservation Science.  

The database is designed to run most smoothly from Google Chrome as your web browser; it 

may work from other browsers but we don’t know how it will perform.  Point Blue has 

developed resources to provide additional support for data entry.  There is a video that illustrates 

data entry to the site generically (not customized to our project) if you wish to view it for 

additional information: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuW7WQYDJ6Y.  

Registration and Logging In  

First you will register as a User at Point Blue Conservation Science’s portal: 

http://data.prbo.org/apps/public/index.php?page=new-user-registration.  You will choose 

“Audubon” as your affiliation in Steps 3 and 4.  In Step 5, enter the name of our project as 

“MN_MARSHBIRD” (without the quotes).  After you’ve clicked “Register,” you will be sent an 

email confirming your desire to join the network. Once you reply to that email, your application 

will be sent to us for approval. When we approve, you will receive another email indicating that 

you are ready to enter data.    

To log in for data entry, use this link: http://data.pointblue.org/science/biologists/index.php. You 

will enter your credentials as established in Step 1.  This brings you to a Biologist webpage.  

Entering Bird Survey Data 

In the Projects box, highlight “MN_MARSHBIRDS.”  Under “Project Observation Types” select 

“Secretive Marshbird Surveys”.  (Do NOT select Site Conditions; our site conditions information 

(eg. Temperature) will be entered within the marshbird surveys.) 

Select your site/transect by five- or six-digit number. Select “Create a new visit”.  In the 

Observation Protocol box select “LE_YE_SV_AmB_Pb-LEBI, YERA,SORA, VIRA, AMBI, 

PBGR.”  In the Site condition protocol box select “FWS_LANDBIRD_SITE_INFO – FWS 

Landbird Site Information”.  It is important that you select both of these protocols before 

proceeding; otherwise it is tricky to add the site conditions information later.  Hit the Start 

button. You will arrive at a New Secretive Marsh Bird Visit page.  

General: Enter the date for your survey (use the calendar function, hand-entering the date seems 

to trigger an error), your visit number (1, 2, or 3), and select the proper observer from the list of 

registered volunteers.  If your primary observer is not listed, then let us know and we can add 

him or her.  The Data Sharing field should show “RAW.”  We will proof the data in the office. 

http://data.pointblue.org/partners/mwadc/index.php?page=home
http://data.pointblue.org/partners/mwadc/index.php?page=home
http://avianknowledge.net/
http://www.pointblue.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuW7WQYDJ6Y
http://data.prbo.org/apps/public/index.php?page=new-user-registration
http://data.pointblue.org/science/biologists/index.php
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Points Surveyed: Check the boxes for all of the points that you surveyed on that date.  Then 

enter the start times for each point.  The end times will autopopulate.  If no birds were detected at 

a point, then mark the “NO” for detections.  The default is otherwise yes.  Good tip: you can then 

sort these points by the start time by clicking in the top of the time column.  This will order the 

site conditions tabs in the proper chronological order, making it easier for you to enter the data. 

Site Conditions:  For each of the surveyed points, you will see a tab.  On each tab you will enter 

the conditions for the point.  For Temperature, Wind Speed Beaufort Scale, and Sky Code, if you 

did not record these at each point, please extrapolate them for each point based on your starting 

and ending values.  In other words, for earlier points use the temperature close to the starting 

temperature and for later points use a temperature closer to the ending temperature. For Tide 

Code select “9=Not Applicable” and for Wind Direc 

tion select “9=Not recorded”.  

Secretive Marshbird Observations:  For this, you will enter data much as it shows on your 

datasheet, with a few modifications. This table will house the observations for the primary 

species only. The secondary species will be entered in the Non-Focal Species Observations table 

(see below).  First you will select the point at which the bird was detected.  Then you will use the 

four-letter species code for species. You will put your detection in the correct time slot(s) going 

across the page, with the following modification: indicate an auditory detection with “1”, a visual 

detection with an “S” for seen, and a bird that was both heard and seen as “1S”. To move 

horizontally across boxes in the database, use the TAB key, and shift-TAB will move you 

backwards.  In the Distance box you will enter the exact distance in meters.  The field “outside” 

is to be used if the bird was detected at the point but outside of the survey period (as you were 

beginning or finishing up).  Please enter a “1” into duplicate only if the same particular 

individual bird was detected at a prior survey point.  Call types you will enter according to the 

codes on our page, then use the drop-down to select the appropriate call(s).  You may enter 

multiple calls per bird. 

Non-Focal Species Observations is where you will enter the secondary focal species data. First 

you will select the point at which the bird was detected.  Then you will use the four-letter species 

code for species.  You will then enter the number of birds into the appropriate distance bin box.  

If the distance to the bird(s) was not recorded, enter the bird number in the “NR” column.  Into 

the Notes field please indicate the minute in which the bird(s) were detected as “X min” (e.g., put 

“6 min” is it was during the LEBI playback minute 5-6). 

NOTE:  If an entire survey went without any birds observed, you will need to enter “NONE” as 

a species into the non-focal species observation table.  (This seems to be the only way that the 

survey observer name will save appropriately.)  
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Entering Habitat Data 

To enter the Habitat Data, a new survey instance will need to be created. If you are logging in 

fresh, in the Projects box, highlight “MN_MARSHBIRDS.”  Under “Project Observation Types” 

select “Secretive Marshbird Surveys”.  Select your site/transect by five- or six-digit number. 

Select “Create a new visit”. If you were already in the application, just Create a new Visit.  

In the Observation Protocol box select “LE_YE_SV_AmB_Pb-LEBI, YERA,SORA, VIRA, 

AMBI, PBGR.”  In the Site condition protocol box select “MN_Marshbird_Habitat”. This is 

what differs from the prior entry for bird survey data. 

General: Begin by entering the date for your survey (as before, best to use the calendar function) 

then enter visit number 4 (this will signify the habitat survey) regardless of when during the 

year that you completed the assessment.  If you are entering in more than one habitat assessment 

for this site, then use visit numbers 4, 5, and 6.  Select the proper observer from the list of 

registered volunteers.   

Points Surveyed: Check the boxes for all of the points that you surveyed on that date.  Then 

create start times for each point – these will be made up because we did not take the data on our 

datasheets. You may create a start time and then use fifteen minute increments after that. (The 

minimum time between start times must be 12 minutes because it is designed to accommodate 

the duration of the bird surveys.) As before, the end times will autopopulate. If you wish to order 

the points as you visited them in the field, then you can enter times accordingly and then sort the 

points by start time by clicking in the top of the time column.  This will order the site conditions 

tabs in the proper chronological order, making it easier for you to enter the data. Since no birds 

were detected, mark the “NO” for detections. 

Site Conditions: Here you will enter the data just as it appears on our datasheets.  Just be sure to 

double-check that you are entering data for point that corresponds to each tab as you go along.   

SAVE TO DATABASE, and if it does not validate, make any needed changes until it confirms.  

Final Note: Please scan copies of your datasheets to us as soon as fieldwork is completed.  Then, 

email us once you’ve completed data entry, and we will proof the data.  That’s it!  Thank you! 

IMPORTANT:  You will need to hit the SAVE TO DATABASE button and wait 

until the computer validates your data.  It will let you know if anything is 
missing or in the wrong format.  You will need to make the requested 

changes and then hit SAVE TO DATABASE again. You may have to make 
several iterations of changes. Once you are successful, you will receive a 

green notification near the top of the screen that you have successfully 
entered the data.  Then you can move onto the next survey or log out.   
 


